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MINI GOLF

Mini Golf provides 3 chances to shoot the ball into
the hole. It is an interesting game to play since it is
very different from the former games that had
taken place and most students found it fun!



SHOOT IT ALL

Three balls are balanced within cut out circles on a
box and competitors are given water guns. In just
30 seconds one is required to shoot all of the balls
without fail. It is a much harder game considering
that the water guns have less pressure and the
force is not enough to knock down all the balls.



AIM IT RIGHT

Three different sizes of balls are given to through throw the
holes on polyester banner. Each circle is marked by different
scores for calculations in determining winners. The game
seems physically easy but proves difficult when tried.



TIC-TAC-TOE

This is a two player game where one player is handed 3 balls
of a specific colour and the other player receives the same but
of a different colour.The players then seek in alternate turns to
complete a row, a column, or a diagonal by throwing the balls in
the spaces of a grid of nine squares. However you only get 3

chances.It is a fun and focus inducing game but requires good
skills of aiming properly.



THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE

The participant picks a colour from the range of colours
available and then the wheel is spun.When the wheel is stops
and the indicator happens to land on the selected colour,
winners receive a prize.



FISHING

Rods with magnets attached to the string are used to pick up
the plastic fish which have magnets themselves. The goal of
the game is to pick up the fish with a star which gains you
extra points.



PUZZLES

A mass of irregularly shaped pieces of cardboard that form cartoon
pictures were required to put together under a specific allowance
of time.



BUZZ WIRE

The main of the game involves guiding a metal loop along a
serpentine length of wire without actually touching the loop to the
wire. The loop and wire are connected to a power source in such a
way that, if they touch, they form a closed electric circuit. The
circuit includes a lighting device which lights up if the wires touch
which indicates that the game has been lost.



SHARP SHOOTER

The game involves using a plastic bow and arrows to shoot at
the target.



BALLOON DART

Mini darts are used to shoot the balloons filled with water.



BOAT RACE

Two players,equipped with a plastic boat each are entailed
to blow on their boats to race each other across canals of
water to the finish line for the grand prize.

JOLLY
JUMPER

FACE
PAINTING

WATER
FIGHT

The last activity of the day consisted of a water fight among the
students, garnering an energetic enthusiasm for them. It
provided lots of fun and a memorable ending to the day.

Teaching and learning basic
circuits, electronics, and electricity from
books are good, but why not learn to
build a simple circuit from scratch. This
is a great way to get a more hands on
approach and teach/learn the basics
of electricity. With this project you can
change the path of the electric current
to run through different sensors.

 One pizza Box/ Cardboard (Use the
bottom of a pizza box. Make sure it is
clean.)
 One white or Blue LED.
 One piezoelectric Buzzer
 One LDR (Light Dependent Resistor)
 1 - 3 Volt Button Cell Battery
 25 Metal Brads
 20 Paperclips
 Small Nail
 Tape (Use black electrical tape on the
underside and white tape to hold it
closed)

